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Any body knows that one of the major drawback of linear accelera
tor is that, barring few exceptions,their respective beams can only 
"feed" one experiment at a time. And in view of the complexities and 
expenses associated with the operation of such accelerators it is in
dispensable to try and feed the accelerated particle beam to as many 
different experimental areas as possible. Such a beam distribution 
system can be merely simultaneous on a macroscopic scale, and consists 
of sending more or less linac pulses into any number of different ex
perimental areas by means of pulsed switching magnets. This well known 
procedure is of course utilized at the Saclay machine (Fig. 1) where 
the maximum possibility of the now existing timing system can be used 
to feed alternatively the low energy real photon facility area (BE), 
the two high energy real photon facility areas (HE 3A and HE 3B respec
tively) and either the high energy electron facility area (HE I) or the 
pion facility area ( M ) , by means of three pulsed switching magnets (E , 
E„ and E., respectively) . 
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Fig. 1. The maximum possibility of the Saalay linac timing system. 



However this system has two major drawbacks : the first is the 
loss of intensity during the transitional stages of the electromagnetic 
deflecting devices (At]+At2 - 40 - 60 ms), and the second is the in
troduction of a bad duty cycle for all users. 

However ona can achieve a beam distribution system which is truly 
simultaneous provided that one a' cepts to pick only a very small frac
tion of the electron intensity oat of the primary beam such that a 
parasitic simultaneous beam utilization will be completely "trans
parent" in so far that the downstream users cannot even notice the 
effect on the main beam. The principle of such facility is extremely 
simple, and consists merely of a set of very thin movable tungsten 
vires (40 um < <J) < 100 um) which can be adjusted to intercept a small 
part of the main linac beam at the center of the BE deflectionmagne-t 1). 
Incident electrons are thus scattered in all directions and in parti
cular in the direction of the BE beam transport system, which can be 
attuned to the average energy of the scattered electrons to send a 
"parasitic" electron beam in the BE experimental area. The same basic 
procedure has been used for many years at the Bonn Synchrotron facility 
to directly produce a tagged photon beam (Dr. R. Steuz's contribution 
to this Workshop). In the "parasitic" operating mode, one properly ad
justs one of the three remotely controlled tungsten wires to more or 
less intercept at the end of the 12th section (where the beam transport 
system to the BE experimental area is installed) and just in the mid-
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Fig. 2 : Low energy real photon facility (BE) set up. 



die of the E dipole (Fig. 2) the main linac beam which is normally 
sent straight on into the 13th to 30th section for a further acceler
ation and use in the high energy experimental rooms. The power supply 
of the E] dipole is of course switched off, while all other magnetic 
devices (A|,Qj,A2) are activated (these magnetic devices are far enough 
from the main electron beam and do not affect its normal transmission 
between sections 12 and 13). A few percent of the accelerated electrons 
are thus intercepted by one of the small tungsten wires, and a small 
part of these elastically scattered electrons are then precisely sent 
through a collimator <J>C Into the BE transport system : the electron 
scattering on the wire provides the initial 9 = 5 n deviation kick which 
was normally provided by the E\ dipole. 

Fig. 3 now shows typical energy spectra for electrons elastically 
scattered on a 40 Urn and a 100 um tungsten wire respectively. The ob-
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Fig. 3 : Typical energy spectra for electrons elastically scattered 
on a 40 \m and 100 \m tungsten wire respectively. 

served FWHM results from the combination in quadrature of the primary 
electron beam energy resolution AE 0/E 0 and the energy spread associated 
with the wires themselves. The experimentally observed value of - 2 MeV 
indicates that the intrinsic primary beam energy resolution, which is 
equal to AE0/Eo = 0.01 in this case, is by far the most important con
tribution. As to the absolute "parasitic" electron energy, it varies 
from 100 MeV to 260 MeV approximately as required by the main users in 
the high energy experimental areas for ir induced reactionand electron 
scattering experiments respectively. Finally Table I shows the para
sitic electron beam intensity measured in the BE area for various mai., 
electron beam experiments being run simultaneously in the HE experi
mental areas. It ravst be once more emphasized that the true duty cycle 



Table I. Parasitic electron intensity measured in the BE area for 
various main electron beam experiments. 

1 
Main beam 
experiment 

Particles XP E 
PMeV 

rd Duty cycle 

TT production e 170 uA :53 76 pA 2 % 
TT production e 200 UA 130 110 pA 3 % 
e~ scattering e 60 uA 174 20 pA 2 7 
Photonuclear + e 40 nA 100 + a few e 

per pulse 
1 % 

is the same for the main current and the parasitic one. This parasitic 
electron beam facility for the low energy experimental area is now 
currently used as an inexpensive tool to operate the low energy tagged 
photon facility and to test several of the experimental components re
quired in a set of photonuclear experiments. 

One can now try and improve this figure to obtain a sufficiently 
intense monochromatic tagged photon beam with a 100 % duty cycle appro
ximately. In principle a very simple procedure can be used indeed. It 
consists of feeding a small stretcher ring equipped with an internal 
gas jet target with a single electron pulse of width At delivered every 
T seconds (see C. Tzara in Lecture Notes in Physics, vol. 108 (1979) 
p. 208) such that At is equal to the time which is necessary for a 
single lap (fig. 4). Now according to the requirement that this fa
cility must be operating in a "parasitic" mode, one can set T = 1 sec, 
which corresponds to an acceptable lors of beam pulses for the main 
users (less than 10 Z) due to the transitional stages of the electro
magnetic deflecting devices. It means that all problems which are as
sociated with the beam damping time in the ring as well as with the 
multiple scattering in the gas target must be considered with respect 
to this "one second" duration time. One indeed assumes that all remain
ing electrons are adequately swept out of the ring just before a new 
injection occurs. 

At equilibrium the number of circulating electrons n(t) varies pe
riodically as shown schematically in Fig. 4, with 

e-t/t 
n(t) = nn Z ? F R - i_e 

where n 0 is the number of captured electrons at each injection, T is 
the cycling time and T >> At is the electron beam lifetime in the ring 
which will be definet' hereafter. Then n - n 0 -_- (l-e~T/T) represents 
the average number oi stored electrons which will cross a gas jet tar
get 1/At times per second, thus producing the wanted photon beam. It 
can. be i*een however that this regime has a duty factor d.'f .= -; ( 1-e ' T ) 
^ 0.63 when T - T. 
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Fig. 4 : Schematic representation of a parasitic electron ring 
and of the variation at equilibrium of the number of 

circulating electrons n(t) in the presence of an 
hypothetical gas ,jet target. 

Within this framework, the lifetime T is mainly determined by the 
internal gas target 

T = At 

2 2 
where V is the thickness of the gas jet target in g/cm and a in cm /g 
is the cross section for an electron to leave its equilibrium trajectory 
due to Moller scattering and bremsstrahlung collisions (nuclear inter
actions are neglected). 

One thus has 
a = a, + a 

b m 



with E ; 

O = f 4 a r 2 [ Z 2 ( L , - f )+ZL' . ] Ln °_ ° 
b A o rad c rad Ei 

a = - ZTTT" Z - ? — (E » m c 2 ) 
m A o E, o o 

where Ë is the electron energy, ,v the Avogadro's number, A and Z the 
gas target atomic mass and atomic number respectively, f c the brems-
strahlung Coulomb correction factor, E\ the maximum energy lost in a 
collision above which the electron leaves its equilibrium trajectory 
and 

r = 2.82 fm, at = TT7 o i 37 

L = Ln {184 Z-l/3} 
rad 

L' = Ln {1194 Z-2/3} 
rad 

The average number of tagged photons produced per second is simply 
given by the following expression 

T 
n 
'° n x, ^ ^ r a d - V S a J dl 

d V £ t T ( , - e \—_ rr^-TT.T 
{^WV^^TT^}' 

where e is the tagging efficiency and k. the photon energy. 

It can be seen that the total number of produced tagged photons 
depends on e , n , T, T and Ei which is given by the electron beam 
energy spread at equilibrium, and therefore appears as a ring parameter. 

Two other ring parameters must be considered now : 

. The synchrotron radiation which is a further cause for electron 
losses ; 

. The energy acceptance of the ring which limits the maximum 
electron current to be stored according to the relation 
AE 0(MeV) = 0.156 I(mA) which is valid for an electron pulse of width 
At = 60 ns delivered after the first 12 accelerating sections of the 
Saclay Linac. 

Very preliminary calculations were performed by J.L. Laclare and 
G. Leleux at the Saclay Saturne National Laboratory, and showed that a 
ring configuration of total length L=18m, made up of four straight line 
sectioas each equipped with four quadrupoles and four magnetic dipoles 
(index 0.5) with a curvature radius of 0.67 m and a magnetic field of 
1 Tesla, and including an accelerating radiofrequency cavity, can over
come these difficulties and store an electron beam with the following 
characteristics : E 0 = 200 MeV, I = 32 mA and At = 60 ns. The injection 
energy acceptance would be A E 0 / E 0 - ± 1.3%, the typical damping time 
and the energy dispersion at equilibrium would be 100 ms and 3 * 10"^, 



respectively. 

Such a ring would operate with an argon gas jet target of appro
ximately I " 10 * atoms/cm2 corresponding to a lifetime T = 1 sec for 
Ei = 100 keV and would give approximately dNy = 108dk/k photons/sec. 
This gas target must be set in a region where the local values of the 
"S" functions are minimum, thus decreasing at the interaction region 
the electron beam spot size to an acceptable value which can be easily 
achieved in such a damping structure within a one second duration 
time. 

Although this project is still in its infancy, these preliminary 
calculations look promising and at i going on to study more specific
ally the mutual influences of the various parameters (At, I, AE 0, T,, 
T, Ei...) and to optimize the characteristics of this photon facility. 
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